
Review: Geva's '39 Steps' a madcap evening of fun 
(D&C)  
 

Hitchcock presents: a madcap "Good evening" of farce in Geva's production 
based on the legendary filmmaker's 1935 thriller, The 39 Steps. 

In this Monty Python-like spoof adapted by Patrick Barlow from the John Buchan 
novel, dashing 37-year-old Richard Hannay is an everyman drawn into an 
elaborate web of intrigue. In London, he meets a World War II female spy with a 
thick German accent. She alludes to a conspiracy plot to steal vital British military 
secrets and invites herself to his apartment after they meet during a music hall 
performance of the human encyclopedia savant Mr. Memory. 

When she staggers to his side the next morning with a knife in her back, Hannay 
goes on the lam to escape being framed for her murder. With sly references to 
Hitch's most famous films, the unwitting hero must dodge murderous thugs, 
escape from a moving train, leap from a railway bridge, rove wearily across the 
Scottish moors, run from police, hounds, Birds and aircraft going North by 
Northwest and exit through a Rear Window. Along the way, he meets two 
femmes fatales, including one who suffers fromVertigo, who add spark to his love 
life. 

The cast of four actors, under the tight direction of Sean Daniels, manage to 
create more than 150 characters — from farmers, hotel owners and police 
officers to the maid who delivers the epic silent scream that turns into a train 
whistle. While the inventive rolling props and Houdini-like trunks by scenic 
designer Michael Raiford double as hotels, kitchens and bedrooms, the sound 
effects by Matt Callahan add lively momentum to augment each scene. 

John Gregorio as Hannay, the only character who remains the same throughout, 
seems like a character from Comedy Central, clueless to the tornado swirling 
around him, but with spot-on comedic timing. He also has a dapper charm that 
Cary Grant would envy. My favorite scene is when he is mistaken for a visiting 
speaker and has to deliver a hilarious impromptu oration. 

The three female roles of Annabella the secret agent, Pamela the skeptical love 
interest and Margaret the Scottish farm girl are meticulously and humorously 
executed by Honeoye Falls native Monica West, who brings heady amounts of 
sophistication and cunning mannerisms (loved her balcony scenes) that elevate 
and accentuate her characters' air of mystery. 

Aaron Munoz as Clown 1 and Joel Van Liew as Clown 2 face the Herculean task 
of changing language, posture, speed and physicality through instantaneous 
transformations, through hats, from conductor to porter and newspaper seller, 
and throughout as they toggle between a slew of engaging characters. Munoz is 
a mix of Stan Laurel and Mrs. Doubtfire — an absolute hoot to watch. And Van 
Liew plays so many demanding roles, it's hard to count them; my favorites were 



his Scottish bagpiper and shepherd (complete with a spoof on Shari Lewis' Lamb 
Chop). 

If you're expecting the master of suspense to reveal his famous cameo profile 
in 39 Steps, you won't be disappointed. This time, though, Hitch doesn't play 
himself. Fans will certainly notice the mistaken identity. 

Marcia Morphy is a Rochester-area freelance writer specializing in the arts. 
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Hitchcock. 

The very mention of his name raises the hairs on the back of necks everywhere. One’s mind 

immediately flips through a montage of memorable scenes from the iconic British film director’s 

thrill inducing canon. Whether it’s a flock of birds stalking a young blonde or a woman taking a 

shower with a ominous shadow lurking just behind the curtain, Alfred Hitchock’s various visual 

moments have been imprinted on our cultural DNA. 

The 39 Steps, by Patrick Barlow, is a comedic melodrama that converts aspects Hitchcock’s 

films from unquenchable fears to non-stop laughter. The play loosely resembles the plot of the 

Hitchcock film of the same name  in which a dashing bachelor is accused of murder while trying 

to defend the country from foreign enemies. But any faithful adaption of the original John 

Buchan novel is far from the point. The 39 Steps is a fitting tribute to the Hitch and is an 

amalgamation of slapstick, romantic-comedy, and chock full of inside humor. 

But what makes this play stand out is that in a world full of spies, intrigue, policemen, and 

colorful characters enough to fill a train, the script only calls for four actors. An army of different 

characters in the play along with the breakneck pace of the story, the four-member ensemble 

could easily lose control.  The herculean efforts of the ensemble not only keep this locomotive 

from running off the tracks but also deliver an onslaught of laughter at every turn. By the time 

the curtain falls, every performer is dripping with well-deserved sweat.This kind of perspiration 

is a badge of honor for a comedic performer at their best. 

What would a Hitchcock adventure story be without an unlucky male protagonist? Richard 

Hannay, played by John Gregorio, is thrust into a madcap tale of spies, Nazis and government 

secrets after a fateful night at the theatre. Hannay is a dashing and handsome bachelor armed 

with cheeky retorts and martinis. Gregorio is like fusion of Cary Grant and Charlie Chaplin. He 

exudes an effortless charm while sprinting through crazy comedic episodes with the grace of a 

trained dancer. 

http://www.gevatheatre.org/shows/the-39-steps/


 
Richard Hannay (John Gregorio) and Annabella (Monica West) striking up a “conversation” in 

“The 39 Steps.” Photo by Ken Huth 

Monica West plays a trifecta of Hitchcock’s females: Pamela (the female companion), Annabella 

(a foreign femme fatale), and Margaret (the precocious countryside woman). West is a 

chameleon of a performer who effortlessly shifts between each role with various accents, 

postures and attitudes. She burns as Annabella, delights as Margaret, and is undeniable as 

Pamela. West is an alchemist and has molded the personas of the Hitchcock heroines of the past 

into one performance that drips with glee and zest. 

With a reported amount of 150 characters, the main load of the characters that Hannay and 

Margaret encounter in their misadventures are portrayed by Aaron Muñoz and Joel Van Liew. 

Billed as Clown #1 and Clown #2 in the program, Muñoz and Liew should be labeled masters or 

Samurai #1 and #2. They are maestros of the costume quick change and virtuosos at physically 

stretching their voices, faces and personalities. Muñoz and Liew transform into lingerie 

salesmen, train porterers, newspaper boys, and constables in one scene. Because they are 

impressive to the point of absurdity, when Muñoz and Liew take their curtain call bows it’s hard 

to believe they are human. 
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Joel Van Liew (left) and Aaron Muñoz (right) jesting in “The 39 Steps.” Photo by Ken Huth 

The almost effortless execution of the endless sting of physical comedic sequences is a credit to 

director Sean Daniels. Each scene’s blocking allows the rapid transitions to remain fluid. The 

director is at his best when his hand is invisible and Daniels’ influence floats above the 

production without interrupting the laughter. 

Technically, the designers of the set (Michael Raiford) , costume (Jennifer Caprio), lighting 

(Brian J. Lilienthal), and sound (Matt Callahan) envelopes the audience into a fanciful noir 

world. Raiford’s skeletal scene design allows the  actors plenty of room to play. Lilienthal’s 

lights give a warm touch to the stage with special lighting references to satirized old-school 

movie moments. 

The Geva Theatre Center’s production of The 39 Steps is an exercise in acrobatic hilarity and is 

enjoyable for even the most casual of Hitchcock hobbyists. Every breath and step the four actors 

take is just more space for another wink or allusion to the director himself. Like the Master of 

Suspense’s movies, each scene is filled with so much detail and so many references that it’s 

worth seeing it multiple times to catch everything. If you blink, you might miss out on all the 

fun. 

Share this: 

 

JACK GARNER 

Great fun at Geva tonight with a super-energetic cast of four, playing dozens of 

characters, in The 39 Steps. It reimagines Hitchcock has if it was being performed by 

England's beloved, old Beyond the Fringe comedy troupe. Clever, true to the basic story 

but embellished hilariously. and Sean Daniels direction and full-blown choreography is 

top-notch. I love Hitchcock and I love how this crackerjack show pinches the master's 

rosy round cheeks! 

 

Rochester City newspaper 

When you walk into the house for Geva's current production of "The 39 Steps," the first 
thing you see is a good, old-fashioned proscenium framing a good, old-fashioned red 
curtain. That's a pretty retro visual for a modern theater production, but it turns out to be 
a perfect visual introduction for this one. If you are a theatergoer of a certain age, that 
richly lit red curtain is an immediate clue that something magical and unique is about to 
happen, the kind of experience you can only get from real actors on a real stage. And 
while "The 39 Steps" is uproariously funny, make no mistake: it is definitely theatrical 
magic. 

"The 39 Steps" started out back in 1915 as a suspense novel by John Buchan, but it is 
best known now as a 1935 Alfred Hitchcock movie starring Robert Donat and Madeleine 
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Carroll. Patrick Barlow's recent stage adaptation (which has a long history of its own, 
including a long run on Broadway) mostly draws on the Hitchcock film, which includes 
early examples of many of the Hitchcockian tropes we know from his famous American 
movies like "North by Northwest," "Rear Window," and "Vertigo." Elements like "the 
wrong man accused and on the run, trains, cool blondes, smooth villains, music, and 
the MacGuffin," to quote from Jean Gordon Ryon's interesting program essay. 

About the MacGuffin: as Hitchcock fans know, this was the master's term for the device 
that gets the plot going, the thing everybody wants and the good guy needs to retrieve 
from the bad guy. To Hitchcock, the MacGuffin wasn't really important in itself, but it was 
the hook on which the all the fun stuff hangs. You take note of it at the beginning of the 
show and can pretty much forget about it once the plot starts churning. In "The 39 
Steps," the MacGuffin is a top-secret formula for something-or-other that makes aircraft 
engines run silently. You don't find this out until the last minutes of the show, and after 
two hours of adventure you don't really care. The sense of play's the thing. 

Well, "The 39 Steps" does have a plot of sorts: a suave Brit named Richard Hannay 
(John Gregorio), single and at loose ends in London, goes to a show at the Palladium 
where he encounters an alluring, mysterious German blonde named Annabella (Monica 
West). She spends the night in his flat, but Hannay finds her the next morning with a 
knife in her back, and finds himself on the run to a mysterious location in Scotland, 
along with a mysterious squadron of spies called "The 39 Steps." Frantically attempting 
to clear his name and find out what all of this means, Hannay ends up back at the 
Palladium, where the "39 Steps" are identified, the secret revealed, and the villain 
dispatched just in time. 

I won't give any more away, except to mention that it involves Nazis, corset salesmen, 
Scottish people with hilariously impenetrable accents, a rogue herd of sheep, and a 
number of very funny references to other Hitchcock films (besides the three mentioned 
earlier, "The Birds" and "Psycho" get called into service). 

The really remarkable part of "The 39 Steps" is not the story, but the way the story is 
told. Barlow's adaptation — fast-talking, satirical, and inventive — finds a very plausible 
21st century theatrical counterpart to Hitchcock's mingling of suspense and drollery. 
Sean Daniels' staging is equally nimble, grabbing ideas from Brecht, Broadway 
musicals, Kabuki theatre, Monty Python, and more, throwing in a few Rochester 
references for good measure. 

All of the roles in the play — 150 of them, we're told, and I completely believe it — are 
played by four actors, and Geva's foursome puts on one amazing show. John 
Gregorio's Richard Hannay is perfect: athletic, sharp-witted, a bit goofy, and — being 
British — unfailingly suave (he tears through London and Scotland wearing a single 
double-breasted suit, and it never betrays a wrinkle). Monica West deliciously embodies 
the three women in the plot. Her Annabella looks like an Art Deco dream, but her 
hysterical take on a German accent may remind Britcom fans of Helga on "'Allo! 'Allo!" 
As the nubile Highland siren Margaret, she seems to be a character from a Scottish 
Tennessee Williams; as Pamela, the woman who turns Hannay in and ends up helping 



him, West perfectly embodies the prim-but-sexy vibe of any number of 1930's movie 
heroines. 

That leaves about 146 other roles in the play, and they are all taken by two performers 
billed only as Clown No. 1 (Aaron Munoz) and Clown No. 2 (Joel Van Liew). These two 
actors are remarkably agile, switching costumes, accents, genders, and occasionally 
species on a dime and apparently without breaking a sweat. Munoz is stocky and Van 
Liew tall and thin — they look like Laurel and Hardy, and some of their business is 
worthy of that great comedy duo. (A bit involving the two of them trying to escape 
through a "rear window" is worth the price of a ticket in itself.) 

"The 39 Steps" may nominally be about spies and secret formulas, but it's really about 
Theater with a capital T: four actors, a director, and designers, and the amount of 
hilarious theatrical mayhem they can all churn up together. The cast of Geva's "39 
Steps" succeeds wonderfully — and I must add that they are helped immensely by 
Geva's stagehands, who deservedly join the cast in their final bow. 

 


